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Kardos named Francis F. Ahmann
Professor of Chemical Engineering
John L. Kardos, Ph.D., professor and
chair of chemical engineering, recently
was installed as the Francis F Ahmann
Professor of Chemical Engineering during a
ceremony in the Lopata Hall Gallery.
During the ceremony, Kardos gave an
address titled "Composite Materials and
Chemical Engineering: Looking to the 21st
Century." David F. Jones, assistant vice
chancellor and director, schools, alumni and
development programs, gave a tribute to
Ahmann, who died Sept. 20,1992.
Kardos came to Washington University
in 1965 after receiving his doctorate from
Case Western
Reserve University. He became
professor of
chemical engineering in 1974
and was appointed
department chair
in 1991.
From 1971 to
1991, Kardos was
director of the
John L. Kardos
Materials Research Laboratory and chair of the Graduate
Program in Materials Science and Engineering. His research efforts primarily are in

composite materials, including structureproperty prediction, interface modification,
process modeling and material characterization. Kardos is active as a consultant to
the U.S. government and industry in reinforced plastics. He serves on the editorial
boards of the Journal of Applied Polymer
Science, Composites Science & Technology, and Polymer Composites.
Ahmann received his bachelor's (1924)
and master's (1926) degrees from Washington University in chemical engineering. He
worked in his family's office supply business, Ahmann's, in St. Charles, Mo., for
nearly four decades before selling it in
1984. He helped finance the School of
Engineering and Applied Science's FiveYear Plan (1988-92) and established a
Scientific Equipment Fund for the Department of Chemical Engineering.
Ahmann also sponsored four termendowed engineering scholarships during
his lifetime. His estate has provided additional funds to endow scholarships in
perpetuity. In 1991, he was awarded the
Robert S. Brookings Award which is
presented to individuals who, by their
commitment and generosity, exemplify the
alliance between Washington University
and its community.

Researchers find that family care may be
inadequate for one in four elderly patients

Washington University students Raymond F. Peterson (left) and Christopher J.
Jackson cruise the South Forty as part of their conference aide duties. With the
help of a golf cart, they transport materials to the meeting areas of the
University's summer guests.

Company's here
Housing office hosts variety of summer guests
Once finals are over, and the students
begin to leave for home, the South
Forty becomes as deserted as your average
ghost town, right?
Wrong. As Jamesetta "Tootie" Williams, director of conference and guest
housing, explains, the South Forty is "almost as busy during the summer as it is
during the school year."
Williams oversees the conference program, the University guest housing program, and the
summer student
housing program.
This encompasses
virtually all activity conducted by
the Housing Office between
school sessions.
Williams contracts groups to
hold conferences
Jamesetta Williams
on campus,
brings University-sponsored groups to stay
in the residence halls, caters to the group
members' needs during their visit and sets
up meeting areas for the groups.
Williams, along with Phyllis Ray, assistant director of conference and guest housing, and other staff members, accommodate University-sponsored conferences and
guests, using Eliot and Shepley residence
halls as the primary halls and any of the

other 14 buildings, depending on the size
of the conference.
The first task Williams faces each
spring is preparation of the residence
halls for summer guests. This year, after
the last official non-graduating student
left on May 7, Williams and her staff
began preparing rooms for family and
friends of graduating students. By May
12, Eliot and Shepley halls were ready.
Preparation included providing sheets
and towels, cups and ashtrays, blankets
and pillows and other accessories "to
simulate the hotel atmosphere," Ray said.
"We will take family and friends of
(Washington University) students, faculty
and staff," Williams said. And they get a
bargain at that - $ 18 a night for a single
room and $ 16 per person each night for a
double. Triples are not utilized for the
summer. Ray pointed out that besides
co^another major reason groups stay on
campus is convenience. "It is a lot closer
when their activities are on campus," Ray
said.
According to Williams, 35 groups will
visit the campus before the fall semester
arrives, including the 150-member International Women's Brass Conference, the
National Alliance of Black School Educators, the Women's Basketball Coaches
Association and 50 high school students
interested in architecture.
Continued on page 6

Discharge planners who help the elderly
make their post-hospital care plans are
concerned that families — who bear the
brunt of recuperating responsibilities —
aren't always equipped to handle the everyday stress of taking care of the elderly,
reports a recent study by Washington
University researchers.
According to the study, discharge planners are concerned that one in four elderly
patients may
receive inadequate care from
family or friends,
putting the patients at risk for
repeat hospitalization, institutionalization or
increased illness.
Such routine
tasks as bathing
Nancy Morrow-Howell
ancj turning
bedridden patients, preparing their meals,
and taking them to the bathroom can overwhelm the caregiver — usually an adult
child already juggling family, job and
child-care responsibilities.
Enola Proctor, Ph.D., professor of social
work, and Nancy Morrow-Howell, Ph.D.,
associate professor of social work, both at
the George Warren Brown School of SociaJ
Work, conducted the study. Their paper, ■-.
titled "Adequacy of Informal Care for
Elderly Patients Going Home From the
Hospital: Discharge Planner Perspectives,"
appeared in the April 1993 issue of the
Journal of Applied Gerontology.

"Despite the best efforts of discharge
planners to help patients assess and meet
their post-hospital needs, concern remains
about the ability
of families to
cope with
caregiving responsibilities,"
says MorrowHowell.
Often there is
a large gap
Enola Proctor
between the
family's perception of caregiving and what
is actually involved, she said.
"It's a tough job," added Proctor. "Taking care of a sick, elderly patient — especially during a heavy-need period like
hospital recuperation — would be a challenge to the best of caregivers."

Released quicker, sicker
Some 80 percent of all elderly patients
recuperate from a hospital stay with family
or friends, a number that has increased
over the past decade, in part because of
Medicare's Prospective Payment System.
The system, enacted in 1983, pays hospitals
a set fee for treating a Medicare patient,
regardless of the hospital length of stay.
Consequently, hospitals allot less time for
patients to recuperate. The result: Families
bear the brunt of caring for elderly patients
who leave hospitals "quicker and sicker,"
say the researchers.
Continued on page 6

Controlling diabetes: Researchers find that regulating blood sugar
levels prevents and delays complications of diabetes
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The art of comparison: William Jones, J.S.D., effectively contrasts
Chinese and Western law to his students
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Medical Update
Institute of Medicine
taps cancer pioneer
for membership
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Part of the Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) treatment team reviews the programming of a portable insulin
pump. From left are Lois Schmidt, registered dietitian; Lucy Levandoski, physician's assistant and study coordinator; Julio
Santiago, M.D., principal investigator of the Washington University trial; and Yona Strasberg, R.N., study nurse.

Diabetes discovery
Study shows intensive treatment may delay or prevent serious complications
School of Medicine researchers recently helped snuff out a decadesold debate about diabetes treatment in one of the most important diabetes studies ever conducted.
In the large, multicenter study researchers found that strictly controlling
blood sugar levels prevents and delays
the ravaging complications of diabetes.
"The good news is that the majority
of patients, with the current technology
available and a modest investment of
effort, can achieve a degree of metabolic
control that will reduce the likelihood of
serious long-term complications by 50 to
75 percent," said Julio Santiago, M.D.,
professor of pediatrics and medicine and
principal investigator of the Washington
University trial. Neil H. White, M.D.,
associate professor of pediatrics, was coprincipal investigator.
The nine-year Diabetes Control and
Complications Trial (DCCT) involved 29
clinical centers in the United States and
Canada. Washington University was one
of the largest centers in the trial, which
ended a year early because the results
were clear.
The study, funded by the National
Institutes of Health, compared two
treatment methods in 1,441 patients with
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus
(IDDM), or Type I diabetes. One group
followed an intensive treatment plan that
included three or four insulin injections a
day or infusions using an insulin pump;
blood sugar tests by finger pricks four or
more times a day; exercise; a special
diet; and close supervision by a diabetes
expert.
The other group adhered to a more
conventional treatment plan that consisted of one or two insulin injections a
day, daily blood sugar tests and a standard program of diabetes nutrition and
exercise.
The DCCT concluded that the more
intensive regimen lowered blood glucose
levels by about 60 milligrams per deciliter. It also delayed the onset and retarded the progression of eye, kidney and
nerve disease. When compared with the
group that received conventional treatment, researchers found that «ye disease

in the intensively treated group was
reduced by 76 percent.
The researchers also found that intensive treatment prevented or delayed the
progression of diabetic kidney disease
by 35 to 56 percent and lowered the risk
of diabetic nerve disease, when compared to conventional therapy, by 60
percent.
Diabetics in the intensive therapy
group were three times more likely to
suffer low blood sugar, or hypoglycemia,
than those receiving conventional treatment. Hypoglycemia can strike a person
with diabetes suddenly and lead to
confusion, coma or serious injury. However, Santiago said that since hypoglycemia is manageable, the benefits of
intensive treatment outweigh the risks in
adolescent and adult patients supervised
by experts.
Intensive therapy will be more expensive, costing from $750 to $1,500 more
a year. The basic components of this
increase are two to three additional daily
glucose injections and three to six extra
physician visits each year. Prior to the
study, Santiago said, many insurance
companies were not willing to cover
these extra costs, but that soon should
change.
"The National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK) and the National Institutes of
Health are now firmly on record that this
type of coverage should be included in
any comprehensive medical package
developed by the Clinton administration," he said. "The benefits of this type
of treatment, in terms of long-term
reduction of blindness, kidney failure,
heart attacks and amputation, seem to be
well worth the costs."
NIDDK investigators are preparing a
formal estimate of anticipated long-term
savings, which will be published late in
1993.
Diabetes affects nearly 14 million
people in the United States. Of that
number, 10 percent have IDDM, the
most serious form of diabetes. Onset of
IDDM usually occurs in children and
adults under age 30. In people with
IDDM, the immune system attacks the

insulin-producing cells of the pancreas.
Since no insulin is produced, blood
glucose levels rise and can lead to medical complications that start to appear
five to 10 years after onset of the disease.
The long-term complications of
diabetes are widespread. Diabetic eye
disease is the leading cause of new cases
of blindness in adults, and kidney disease from diabetes is the single largest
cause of end-stage renal disease in the
United States. In addition, diabetes
nerve disease is a major cause of foot
ulcers and amputations.
Reseachers said that people with the
less severe form of diabetes, non-insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM),
also would benefit from the study results.
Before the trial, physicians debated
the long-term benefits of keeping blood
sugar levels of diabetics close to those
of non-diabetics. Although some researchers believed intensive monitoring
was beneficial, others argued that rigid
control could cause episodes of low
blood sugar and might worsen diabetic
eye disease.
In the late 1970s, several advances in
diabetes treatment laid the groundwork
for a clinical trial. Some of these included the insulin pump and ways to
self-monitor blood sugar.
Washington University, which is one
of only six Diabetes Research and
Training Centers in the United States,
pioneered many of the advances that
were used in the DCCT. In addition to
developing the insulin pump, discovering the dangers of hypoglycemia and
suggesting patients could benefit from
three to four injections a day, the medical school was one of the first to integrate nurses, social workers and dietitians in the overall team management
approach to diabetes treatment and
education.
"These health professionals may be
more cost-effective than physicians in
providing the bulk of the supervision
needed by IDDM patients being treated
intensively," said Santiago.
— Diane Duke

Thomas F. Deuel, M.D., LewisT and
Rosalind B. Apple Professor of
Oncology in Medicine at the School of
Medicine, is one of 50 new members elected
to the prestigious Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sciences.
New members are elected by the incumbent membership on the basis of profesI sional achievement and of demonstrated interest,
I concern and
involvement with
problems and
critical issues that
affect public
I health. Established
in 1970 as a unit
| of the National
' Academy of
Thomas F. Deuel
Sciences, the
institute is concerned with the protection
and advancement of the health professions
and sciences, and the promotion of research
and development pertinent to health.
Deuel, who also is professor of biochemistry and molecular biophysics, is renowned
for his pioneering work on the role various
growth factors play in the development of
cancer. His laboratory was the first to purify
a substance known as platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF), which he later showed
influences the growth of abnormal cells.
Currently, Deuel's group is looking at
how the gene for PDGF is regulated. If they
can determine what makes certain cells
over-express the gene, steps can be taken to
disrupt it.
Deuel received a Faculty Research Award
from the American Cancer Society in 1979,
the Dameshek Prize from the American
Society of Hematology in 1985, a MERIT
(Method to Extend Research in Time)
Award from the National Institutes of
Health's National Heart, Lung and Blood
Institute in 1988 and the Sol Sherry Award
and Lecture from the American Society of
Hematology in 1991. He is co-director of
the Division of Hematology.
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Jones' resilience leads to success in Chinese law
It was not love at first sight for Professor William
east central China and a center for the study of American
Jones and the Chinese law specialty to which he is
law in China. According to Jones' description, Wuhan was
so devoted. Actually, "love-hate" would more aptly
not the most pleasant place to be because it had an awful
climate and was polluted, among other things. In spite of the
describe the relationship in its beginning stages.
Jones, J.S.D., now the Charles Nagel Professor of
physical conditions, Jones considered himself lucky. "I was
International and Comparative Law, has served the Washallowed to use the library during my stay, but the other
ington University School of Law in many capacities since
Fulbright Scholar, who was teaching American law in Pe1955. He has experienced plenty of disappointment along
king, was not," he says. This was a privilege that Jones did
the way to becoming what he is today — a locally, nationnot take for granted. "I was always careful not to draw
ally and internationally known expert on Chinese legal
attention to any one book I was interested in, but another
matters.
visitor's eyes lit up when he laid eyes on a book that I had
One of the earliest disappointments came in 1965, when been surreptitiously reading." As soon as Jones' interest in
he was attempting to learn the Chinese language — an
the book was detected, it was takert off the shelf. It was a
inevitable first step in the continual process of developing a draft of the Chinese Civil Code, he says.
foreign specialty. Jones had received a U.S. Department of
Fortunately, Jones previously had been able to discreetly
Education grant to study
Chinese at Columbia
University. "The course
was taught by Chinese
who had been stuck in
the United States after
the Communist victory
in 1949," explains
Jones. "They knew the
Chinese language, but
didn't know how to
teach it to others.
Consequently, I didn't
learn a whole lot and
completed the course
frustrated and discouraged."
Fortunately, Jones
was stubborn and made
up his mind to pursue
this no matter what. He
was driven by a desire
to learn and, in turn, to
teach a system of law
as different as possible
from that of the United
States or Europe. "I've
always been interested
in comparative law and
wanted to delve into
something profoundly
different from Western
law," says Jones. "Chinese law was that for
me." Jones determined
that his efforts to learn
Chinese in America
were in vain, so he
scraped together
Professor William Jones counsels a student on Chinese law.
enough money to study
the language in Taiwan. Of the two years of leave he was
granted, he spent 18 months in Taiwan learning Chinese
and six months at Harvard Law School, where, for all
practical purposes, he began his research.
The next hurdle was finding research material — not an
easy task, considering that scarcely any books or periodicals on Chinese law were being published and none were
being exported to the United States. During his quest,
Jones met Jerome Cohen of Harvard Law School, whom
he describes as a pioneer of Chinese law study in America.
Cohen opened the door for Jones, allowing him to use the
manuscript of a book he had written on Communist law in
the People's Republic of China. This struggle to find
information continued until the late 1970s, when Deng
Xiaoping replaced Mao Ze-dong as the country's leader.
The new leadership was anxious to get foreign investment
photocopy the text using office equipment that was brought
and skills, thus, the country became more open. According
to Wuhan University by visiting French scholars. Jones
to Jones, a rash of new statutes were passed. Old law
translated the text while on break in Hong Kong, typed it
schools were reopened and new ones were opened, and
and sent it to the United States from there to avoid interfermuch more written information became available. "In a
ence by censors. "It was useful for the field of Chinese law
place where there had been nothing to study, all of a sudden that I got the draft out of China," says Jones. "It made the
there was more than you could possibly manage," he says.
trip more worthwhile."
So in 1979, in a less tense political environment, Jones
Part of Jones' frustration with the Wuhan experience was
made his first trip to the People's Republic of China. He
that he had been instructed to conduct his courses in Enaccompanied a group of Washington University and City of glish, even though only a small percentage of his students
St. Louis officials who were trying to establish exchange
understood the language. "The administration insisted that
relations with a Chinese university in Shanghai and estabthe students would learn English by listening to it, which is
lish a sister-city relationship between St. Louis and
true if your English is fairly good," says Jones. "It's not true
Nanking.
if your English is terrible, as was the case with most of my
Jones returned to China in 1982 as a Fulbright Scholar,
students." So the second year, feeling that he had no choice,
with the distinction of being one of the first two Fulbright
Jones taught in Chinese.
Scholars to teach American law in China.
Upon his return to Washington University in 1984, Jones
Jones looks back on the experience with a chuckle. "The continued to teach a variety of law courses and devoted
truth is that the trip almost never happened. The announcemuch time to the translation of China's Qing Code, a project
ment was made, and thereafter, the procedure became
he had begun before his 1982 departure. The Qing Code was
maddening. The program kept being canceled and reinin force during the Manchu Dynasty from 1644-1911 and
stated, which made planning here at the University very
was, in 1911, the final form of the oldest continuing legal
difficult. I was supposed to notify the dean of my absence
tradition in the world. The translation, which Jones comby February, but the trip was not confirmed until May.
pleted in the summer of 1990, has been accepted for publiDuring those months, I did my best to avoid the dean in the cation. The book will be published by Oxford University
hallways," says Jones with a laugh. "He would have had
Press in the near future. "The worst thing about the translaevery right to deny permission at that point."
tion is how much time it took to complete it," says Jones.
But he didn't, and Jones was off to Wuhan University in "And I don't think it's a great translation. However, the one

"I've always been interested
in comparative law and
wanted to delve into
something profoundly
different from Western law."

previous English translation was done 200 years ago, and
that was a very bad translation, so I think this one will be
useful."
The fact that there are so few Chinese law specialists has
made it challenging for Jones to find colleagues in the field.
However, in the 1960s, Jones met Randle Edwards, the
Walter Gellhorn Professor of Law and director of the Center
for Chinese Legal Studies at Columbia University. The two
have maintained a relationship since that time. From 19831991, Jones served on the Committee for Legal Educational
Exchange with China (CLEEC), of which Edwards was the
chair. According to Edwards, Jones was an indispensable,
vital member of CLEEC during his eight-year involvement.
In addition, Edwards says Jones' translation of the Qing
Code will be a major contribution to the understanding of
Chinese law. "Even
without the Qing
Code translation, Bill
Jones is widely
regarded as one of
the most important
and influential authorities on Chinese
law anywhere," says
Edwards. "He has
had considerable
influence on the
training of Chinese
law specialists
through CLEEC and
beyond."
Alumni who have
passed through one
or more of Jones'
courses share
Edwards' sentiments.
Jeffrey Fine, a
1982 School of Law
graduate and a
principal with the
firm of Ziercher &
Hocker, PC. in
Clayton, has the
highest regard for
Jones. Before Fine
came to Washington
University, he had
spent one and a half
years in Japan, where
he learned of Jones'
unparalleled reputation in Asian law.
"Professor Jones was
one of the reasons
that I, as a New
Englander, chose Washington University. He is a wonderful
ambassador of the law school, whether he's in the Central
West End or Peking," he says.
Even though Fine graduated more than 10 years ago, he
still maintains a relationship with Jones and addresses him
fondly as "Sensei," the Japanese word for teacher or enlightened one. "The highest level of honor in Japan is to be
a teacher, and Jones symbolizes 'sensei' in the classic
Japanese sense," says Fine.
David Arthur, a 1993 School of Law graduate, shares
many of Fine's observations about Jones, even though 11
years came between their classroom exposure to him. "I
enjoyed being in a classroom with a professor so eager to
teach. Professor Jones possesses a tremendous range of
knowledge of China and the West that really comes through
in his lectures," says Arthur. "He compares Chinese and
Western legal systems in a clear and concise manner.
"Outside of the classroom, Professor Jones goes out of
his way to help students with their careers by pointing out
scholarly and legal opportunities," says Arthur. "He truly
cares about his students."
Commenting on his own teaching style, Jones says that
in teaching American law he normally uses some variant of
the so-called Socratic question-and-answer method, although he varies his approach according to what he's teaching. "My primary goal is to get the students to understand
the material," he says.
After nearly 40 years here, some might expect Jones to
be winding down, but not so. Jones is shifting his interests
to the study of Taiwanese law. "People on the mainland of
China are very aware of what's going on in Taiwan and are
very influenced by it, although they will not admit it publicly. By looking at Taiwan and seeing what they've done
with their legal system over the last 40 years, I will be better
able to predict what's on the horizon for China," says Jones.
"That also means that I must become much more intense
about German law again, as the Taiwan Civil Code is based
on the German Civil Code."
And what does this mean for Jones? One thing, perhaps
the most daunting to him, is that he will have to get his
German back in shape — hopefully with more success than
when he took on Chinese more than 30 years ago."
— Rozanne Kennedy

Calendar
Tuesday, Aug. 3
7:30 p.m. Summer School Foreign Film
Series presents "Christ Stopped at Eboli"
(Italian with English subtitles). Room 219
South Ridgley Hall.

Wednesday, Aug. 4

Exhibitions
"Goddesses, Queens and Women of
Achievement on Coins and Medallions
From the Wulfing and Bixby Collections."
Through July 3. Gallery of Art, lower
gallery, Steinberg Hall. Hours: 10 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday; 1-5 p.m. SaturdaySunday. For more info., call 935-4523.
"Tales and Traditions: Storytelling in Twentieth-century American Craft." Through
Aug. 15. HoursTO a.m.-5 p.m. TuesdayFriday; 1-5 p.m. Saturday-Sunday. Tours
available at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, Saturday
and Sunday. Gallery of Art, Steinberg Hall.

7:30 p.m. Summer School American Film
Series presents "An American in Paris."
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall.

7:30 p.m. Summer School Foreign Film
Series presents "My Michael" (Israeli).
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall.

Wednesday, July 7
7:30 p.m. Summer School American Film
Series presents "Auntie Mame." Room 219
South Ridgley Hall.

Tuesday, July 13
7:30 p.m. Summer School Foreign Film
Series presents "Sugarbaby (Zuckerbaby)"
(German with English subtitles). Room 219
South Ridgley Hall.

Wednesday, July 14
7:30 p.m. Summer School American Film
Series presents "The Empire Strikes Back."
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall.

Tuesday, July 20

Lectures
Tuesday, July 6

Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical
Sciences Academic Women's Network
Seminar, "Strategies for Obtaining Research Support — Or — Grants(wo)manship," Susan E. Cullen, G. Lynnette
Michaels, Patricia Gregory, Ellen Li and
Jeanne Nerbonne. Erlanger Aud.,
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
Noon. Division of Biology and Biomedical
Sciences Pediatric Research Seminar,
"Combined Immunodeficiency Due to
Defective Transcription of Lymphokine
Genes," Talal Chatila, Harvard University.
Third Floor Aud., St. Louis Children's
Hospital.

Friday, July 8
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand Rounds, "Ultrasound and CT in Pediatric Abdomen,"
Marilyn J. Siegel, assoc. prof, of radiology
in pediatrics, WU School of Medicine.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's Place.

Tuesday, July 13
Noon. Radiology Research Division Brown
Bag Seminar, "Genetics of Affective Disorders," Richard Todd, assoc. prof., WU
Dept. of Psychiatry. Room 482 Old
Children's Hospital.

Wednesday, July 21

Tuesday, July 20

Tuesday, July 27
7:30 p.m. Summer School Foreign Film
Series presents "la femme Nikita" (French
with English subtitles). Room 219 South
Ridgley Hall.

Wednesday, July 28
7:30 p.m. Summer School American Film
Series presents "My Left Foot." Room 219
South Ridgley Hall.

Noon. Radiology Research Division Brown
Bag Seminar, "Kodak Electronic Imaging,"
Norm Hente, technical supervisor, radiology research. Room 482 Old Children's
Hospital.

Friday, July 23
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Ground Rounds, "Congenital Renal Disease," V Matti Vehaskari,
assoc. prof, of pediatrics, WU School of
Medicine; Division of Pediatric Nephrology, St. Louis Children's Hospital. Clopton
Aud., 4950 Children's Place.

Sunday, Aug. 1

8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis concert, directed by
William Schatzkamer and featuring violinist
Takaoki Sugitani. Brookings Quadrangle (in
case of rain, concert will be held in Graham
Chapel).

8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis concert, directed by
William Schatzkamer and featuring Kathy
Sitzer, narrator of "Peter and the Wolf";
Ashley Garritson, cello; Laura Garritson,
violin. Brookings Quadrangle (in case of
rain, concert will be held in Graham Chapel).

Monday, July 18

Monday, Aug. 2
8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis present Gateway
Festival Mosaics Chamber Music concert.
Cost: $5 for general admission, $3 for students and senior citizens. Graham Chapel.

8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis present Gateway
Festival Orchestra benefit concert, directed
by William Schatzkamer and featuring Mary
Phelan, mezzo-soprano. Cost: $5 for general
admission, $3 for students and senior citizens. Brookings Quadrangle (in case of rain,
concert will be held in Graham Chapel).

Sunday, July 25
8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis concert, conducted by
William Schatzkamer. Brookings Quadrangle (in case of rain, concert will be held
in Graham Chapel).

Monday, July 26
8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis present Gateway
Festival Mosaics Chamber Music concert.
Cost: $5 for general admission, $3 for

Music
Sunday, July 11
8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival Orchestra of St. Louis concert, directed
by William Schatzkamer and featuring Jan
Scott, flute; William Naddle, oboe.
Brookings Quadrangle (in case of rain,
concert will be held in Graham Chapel).

Monday, July 12
8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival Orchestra of St. Louis present Gateway
Festival Mosaics Chamber Music concert.
Cost: $5 for general admission, $3 for

Miscellany
The Dept. of Athletics is sponsoring the
following Bears' 1993 Children/Youth Summer Program - Soccer Camp:

Monday, July 12-Friday, July 16
9 a.m.-noon. Camp is for boys and girls, ages
7-15. (Also offered from 1-4 p.m. or all day 9
a.m.-4 p.m.) Cost: $60 per week for morning
or afternoon sessions; $105 for all-day session. For more info, and registration forms,
call 935-5220.

Craft exhibit has a story to tell
The Washington University Gallery of
Art is hosting "Tales and Traditions:
Storytelling in Twentieth-century American
Craft" through Aug. 15. The free exhibition,
which marks the Year of American Craft, is
organized by Craft Alliance in conjunction
with the Gallery of Art.
"Tales and Traditions" examines the
tradition of narrative and storytelling in
craft art and is the first exhibit to be organized along that theme. Since the earliest
cave dwellers drew pictographs on cave
walls, storytelling has been a popular function of art. Medieval stained-glass windows
and tapestries remind their admirers today
that materials and processes long considered craft are among the most revered in the
visual arts for their storytelling power.
Curated by Lloyd Herman and Matthew
Kangas, the 75-piece exhibit will travel to
10 museums nationwide over two and a
half years. Herman, founding director of
the Smithsonian Institution's Renwick
Gallery, is a special consultant on the
establishment of the Canadian Craft Museum. Kangas has written more than 30
exhibition catalogs and more than 150
reviews and articles. He also is considered
a leading art critic of the contemporary
craft movement.

Applicants are being
sought for cancer grants

Calendar guidelines
Events sponsored by the University — its
departments, schools, centers, organizations
and its recognized student organizations —
are published in the Calendar. All events are
free and open to the public, unless otherwise
noted.
Calendar submissions should state time,
date, place, sponsor, title of event, name of
speakers) and affiliation, and admission
cost. Quality promotional photographs with
descriptions are welcome. Send items to
Deborah Parker at Box 1070 (or via fax:
935-4259). Submission forms are available
by calling 935-5235.
The deadline for all entries is noon Tuesday
one week prior to publication. Late entries
will not be printed The Record is printed
every Thursday during the school year,
except holidays, and monthly during the
summer. If you are uncertain about a deadline, holiday schedule, or any other information, please call 935-5235.

Sunday, July 18

Thursday, July 8

7:30 p.m. Summer School Foreign Film
Series presents "Wend Kuuni (God's Gift)"
(Africa; More with English subtitles).
Room 219 South Ridgley Hall.
7:30 p.m. Summer School American Film
Series presents "Dial M for Murder." Room
219 South Ridgley Hall.

students and senior citizens. Graham
Chapel.

Friday, July 23

Wednesday, July 7

Tuesday, July 6

students and senior citizens. Graham
Chapel.

8 p.m. Dept. of Music and Gateway Festival
Orchestra of St. Louis present Gateway
Festival Mosaics Chamber Music concert.
Cost: $5 for general admission, $3 for
students and senior citizens. Graham
Chapel.

Noon. Radiology Research Division Brown
Bag Seminar, "3D of the Temporal Bone:
Test Fitting of an Implantable Hearing
Aid," Greg Esselman, WU Dept. of
Otolaryngology. Room 482 Old Children's
Hospital.

Films

July 1-Aug. 7

Applications are being accepted for
awards for the Washington University
Institutional Research Grant from the
American Cancer Society. Only instructors
and assistant professors are eligible to
apply. The application deadline is Sept. 15.
Awards are made for the purpose of
activating support of a project for which
other support is not available. The proposals must have some direct or indirect relevance to clinical or laboratory aspects of
cancer. Applications are expected to be
reviewed by Oct. 15, and approved applications will be awarded funds by Nov. 1.
Awards may not exceed $ 15,000 for one
year, and renewals of funding are not
permitted.
For application forms and guidelines,
call Susan Starbuck or Lois Miller at 4546128.

A full-color, 96-page catalog accompanies the exhibit. The catalog, printed in an
edition of 5,000 copies, includes essays
from the curators and an introduction by
John Perrault, curator of the American Craft
Museum in New York City.
The Year of American Craft celebrates
the growing importance of clay, glass, fiber,
metal and wood in the creative arts. These
media, which had been accorded secondclass status because of their utilitarian roots,
are once again gaining popularity among
creative artists.
Craft Alliance, which is located in University City, is one of the largest craft
schools in the nation. Established in 1964, it
sponsors regular exhibits, adult and
children's classes and social service, school
and art therapy programs.
The gallery, which is the first museum
founded west of the Mississippi, has one of
the finest university art collections in the
country. This collaborative exhibit provides
an opportunity for the gallery to share its
resources and work in conjunction with a
public cultural institution.
The gallery is open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays and 1 to 5 p.m. weekends.
Through Labor Day, the gallery is closed on
Mondays.
"Tales and Traditions: Storytelling in
Twentieth-century American Craft," its
related public programs and national tour
are organized by Craft Alliance and made
possible by a major grant from the Lila
Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund.
For more information, call 935-4523.

Steedman Fellowship
applications available
Competition for the Steedman Traveling
Fellowship, sponsored by the Steedman
Governing Committee at Washington University, will take place in December 1993.
The fellowship provides a $20,000 award,
which enables an architect to travel and
study abroad for nine months.
The competition is open to all architects,
regardless of age, for a period of up to eight
years after the receipt of their professional
degrees.
For more information, call the School of
Architecture at 935-6200.
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Summer sports camps offer youths a fun way to sharpen skills
Each summer hundreds of children,
dreaming of professional sports
contracts or just seeking fun, come
to Washington University-sponsored
camps. This year, about 1,500 athletic
hopefuls, ages 7 to 17, are attending the
Bears 1993 Children/Youth Summer Program taking place in June and July. Participants hone their skills in football, basketball, soccer and volleyball, all under the
expert tutelage of the University's top
coaches and support staff.
Children come from the St. Louis area,
as well as western Illinois. The coaching
staffs for these camps are even more diverse, ranging from Bears head and assistant varsity team coaches to area high
school coaches and top, players and coaches
from regional colleges and local professional athletic teams.

Kindbom-Meyer Passing Camp
Possible future Heisman Trophy winners
learned the football basics at the Bears
three-day intensive training camp. Sessions
ended June 16. Bears Head Coach Larry
Kindbom explained it this way to his pupils, "To be able to catch a football, or
throw a football, you have to know that
there are people on the other side of the
fence whose job it is to stop you." He added
that it was best to be aware that football is
not a game of toss and catch, that players
must at all times be aware of their environment and potential dangers.
Kindbom said he did not have to adapt
his coaching style to fit the 12- to 17-yearold campers. "Fundamentals are fundamentals, and we're a fundamental camp," he
said. Campers ran simple pass routes,
quarterbacks practiced their throws and
defensive backs did interception drills.
Kindbom estimated the two three-day
sessions attracted more than 150 potential
athletes. Of that group, he said he saw some
talent, and added that five members of
1992's camp had signed with the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division I schools. He said that a few of
this year's campers could play for the Bears
in the future. Kindbom estimated that more
than 80 percent already played for their
high school teams, and most of the rest
were preparing to try out for their teams.
The camp, which just completed its fifth
year, began with 20 area high school students. It was designed to gain exposure for
Washington University, Kindbom said, but
because of its helpfulness to kids, the camp
has grown significantly during its brief
lifetime.

Basketball Camp
Area youths had the opportunity to work on
just about everything but the slam dunk at
the 1993 Children/Youth Summer Basketball Camp, which ended June 18.
"The camp is for the kids," Washington
University Basketball Head Coach Mark
Edwards said. "That's always been our main
objective." Edwards has run a basketball
camp for 21 years.
The kids respond to the coaching staff
with enthusiasm. "I want to have a good
time, but I'm also looking to improve my
skills," said 10 year-old Clayton resident
Louisa Manske. She enjoyed the camp so
much that she is returning again next summer.
The boys and girls, ranging in age from
10 to 15, were divided into all three of the
Athletic Complex's gymnasiums. Campers
were split according to age and skill level.
They spent the day doing station drills and
scrimmaging. Edwards periodically lectured on the basics of the game.
Teaching the 250 campers dribbling,
passing and shooting were 30 coaches and
players from high schools and colleges
across the region. "For most coaches, it's
refreshing (to run a camp); it's a break in
the action," Edwards said.
"We're proud of the camp," Edwards
said. "We get great reviews from the kids
and the parents."

During Larry Kindbom's summer football camp, 17-year-old Tom Mills (center), a student at Breese (III.) Central High
School, runs a square-end route. Kindbom provides one-on-one coverage.
Because of the youthfulness of some of
the attending campers (campers are 7 to 15
years old), the days are cut in half. Unless
you have completed first grade, half-day
attendance is mandatory, either in the 9 a.m.
to noon session or the 1 to 4 p.m. session.
Older campers have the option of attending
all day.
Keough is assisted by members of the
professional indoor soccer team St. Louis
Ambush, along with coaches from local
high schools and colleges.
Campers participate in ball handling
exercises and very small side games. "We
do a bit more team-oriented stuff with the
older campers," Keough said.
The biggest game is six on six or seven
on seven, Keough said. The camp is oriented toward minimizing the competitive
aspect of the game, he added.
"The camp has grown because the kids
have a positive experience," Keough said.
There are still several spots open for the
July session. For information, call 935-5220.

HIT Volleyball Camp
Children looking for a kill (in volleyball,
that is) will have no trouble learning from
Coach Teri Clemens, head of the women's
volleyball program. Clemens has spent the
last four years leading the women's team
to three NCAA Division III National
Championships, and one runner-up finish.
By far the largest summer camp this
season, the HIT volleyball program enrolled 840 campers for the June 27 to July
9 stretch of sessions, with more than 400
on a waiting list.
Nearly all of the participants — about
96 percent — are girls, Clemens said.
Boys are not refused and should not be
discouraged, as more and more are entering the program at a young age.
Handling such large numbers is not
easy. Clemens has a support staff of 46,
including eight current players, and three
alumni, covering nine courts in three
gymnasiums.

"Our general philosophy is to give the
kids as much contact with the volleyball as
possible," Clemens said, emphasizing the
fact that the campers are subjected to no
lecture longer than 15 minutes. Campers
spend most of their time drilling and playing. Clemens said campers move from
court to court playing each other so much
that most would probably play on every
court during the course of a day.
The campers, from second to ninth
grade, get separated by age group into
classes called Dreamers, Believers, Achievers, and Elite Achievers. The average ratio
of coaches to campers in these groups is
1:8.6.
"My idea is to provide a service to the
community," said Clemens, a 10-year camp
head veteran. The last eight of those years
have been spent at Washington University.
"It's never been my purpose to expose the
(college) program. That just happens naturally."
— DavidAckerman, LA '95

Gloria White leads housing project to aid local residents

Gloria W White and her fellow
members of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority want to help the cities of
Wellston and East St. Louis, 111., revitalize
their communities.
White, vice chancellor for human
resources and affirmative action officer, is
| immediate past
president of the
St. Louis alumnae chapter of
the sorority.
White and Wilma
V Saunders
Schmitz of Habitat for Humanity
are spearheading
an effort to build
15 homes for the
'Gloria W. White
needy living in
Wellston and East St. Louis. Faye Tharp,
president of the East St. Louis chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta, is an integral part of
the Illinois effort.
Seven of the homes will be built in
Wellston and eight will be constructed in
East St. Louis. All of the homes are
scheduled to be built within one week —
the week before July 5, 1994, when nearly
10,000 women are expected to attend
Delta Sigma Theta's 42nd national convention in St. Louis. Some of the women
Soccer Camp
plan to arrive in St. Louis early to help
Coach Ty Keough, head of the soccer
build the homes.
program at Washington University, said he
Delta Sigma Theta is a public service
will emphasize individual ball handling
organization
dedicated to the betterment
skills at the soccer camp running July 1216. Keough goes so far as to require each of of humankind. Service is focused in the
areas of education, economic developthe estimated 340 campers to bring his or
ment, community involvement, social
her own soccer ball.
action and physical and mental health.
"It's a recreational camp," Keough
"We believe that providing affordable
explained. "A lot of learning goes on at this
and
decent housing to people in need
camp."

offers opportunities for an organization of
African-American women to join hands
with a predominantly white organization,
Habitat for Humanity, and the St. Louis
region to address the sorority's public
service objectives," said White. "Home
recipients help themselves and their families, as well as the revitalization of the
community in which they will reside. The
project is bound to have a ripple effect and
positively impact our region and enhance
cultural diversity."
White and Schmitz are trying to raise
$600,000 through the sorority and the
1,000 local volunteers for Habitat for
Humanity. They also have started approaching corporations to donate money
for the project, which has been plauded by
Freeman R. Bosley Jr., mayor of St. Louis,
Gordon D. Bush, mayor of East St. Louis
and Buzz Westfall, St. Louis County
executive.
So far, several cash contributions have
been received. They additionally are
seeking 500 volunteers, skilled or un-

skilled, to help build the homes with
mostly donated materials. Paid professionals will do the electrical, plumbing and
heating work.
Among the new three-bedroom frame
homes will be two that are accessible to
the handicapped. In addition to the three
bedrooms, the 1,100 square-feet structures
will feature a kitchen with a stove and
refrigerator, a basement with a washer and
a dryer, as well as a fenced yard.
Habitat for Humanity will select the
homeowners and sell the homes at no
profit, with a no-interest mortgage issued
over a 20- to 30-year period. Most families' house payments will be $200 a
month. The payments are recycled through
a Habitat fund that allows more homes to
be built. As down payments, the owners
also are required to put in 350 hours of
labor on their homes or other Habitat for
Humanity dwellings. No government
funds are used to construct the homes.
For information about the project, call
White or Habitat for Humanity at 367-6869.

Three faculty members receive grants in fine arts
Three Washington University School of
Fine Arts faculty recently were awarded
grants by the Mid-America Arts Alliance
(MAAA), in partnership with the National
Endowment for the Arts.
"We are very proud that our faculty have
been honored by the Mid-America Arts
Alliance," said Joe Deal, dean of the School
of Fine Arts. "It is extremely unusual to
have three faculty at one time receive such a
prestigious and competitive award."
The three artists, photographers Jennifer
Colten and Stan Strembicki, and painter

Patrick Schuchard, were among nine from
Missouri to receive $5,000 each.
Colten, a lecturer in photography, joined
the faculty in 1990; Strembicki, associate
professor of photography, has taught at
Washington University since 1982; and
Schuchard, a painter and sculptor, was recently hired as an associate professor of art.
The MAAA awards are part of the Regional Visual Arts Fellowship Program in
Sculpture, Photography and Crafts.
The MAAA plans to publish a catalog
with works by all 29 artists.
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Election of two new
trustees announced
Chancellor William H. Danforth has
announced the election of two new
individuals to the Board of Trustees. The
new members are J. Cliff Eason, president of Southwestern Bell Co. of the
Midwest, St. Louis, and Earle H.
Harbison Jr., chairman of the executive
committee of Monsanto Co.
J. Cliff Eason became president of
Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. of the
Midwest last
July. He also
serves on Southwestern Bell's
Executive Policy
Council, which
sets overall
direction for the
Southwestern
Bell family of
companies.
Previously
J Cllff Eason
Eason was
president of Metromedia Paging Services, a subsidiary of Bell.
Harbison has been chairman of the
executive committee of Monsanto since
January 1993. Formerly, he was the
The beautiful monuments in Bellefontaine Cemetery in North St. Louis provide an excellent opportunity for participants in
company's president and chief operating
the Architecture Discovery Program to draw sketches. James R. Harris, (center kneeling), assists a student during the
officer. He was elected to Monsanto's
sketching session. Through the program, high school students from across the country learn firsthand about architecture.
board of directors as vice chairman,
effective April 1, 1986.
Individuals who have been re-elected
to the Washington University Board of
Trustees include: Sam Fox,
tectural design and the profession. The pro- presentations about real-life projects they
Since June 20, high school students
chairman and
from around the country have been at gram features lectures, seminars, visits to
undertake.
Washington University participating
local offices and building sites and hands"The students really take in a nice diverchief executive
officer, Harbour
in the Architecture Discovery Program. The on work in the studio, where students apply sity of experiences through this program,"
what they've learned to solve design probGroup Ltd., St.
program, which continues through July 2,
says Harris. "Most importantly, they have
Louis; Donald
gives students the opportunity to learn
lems.
true experience to draw upon when making
E. Lasater,
"This is a very intense and structured
decisions about their futures. Although
about architecture as a profession through
w
curriculum in which we plan not only their
retired chairman
firsthand experiences.
many high school students may have a
The six-year-old program is organized
days, but their evenings and weekends as
of the board,
vague interest in architecture, they usually
well," says Harris. "Our experience has
Mercantile
and directed by the School of Architecture.
don't know what architects do. This is beshown that this format works very well."
Bancorporation
It is designed for high school students who
cause there is very little, if any, architecture
Earle H. Harbison Jr.
Harris says the program is very selective. coursework in high schools. Through 'DisInc.; John F
have completed their junior year and are
McDonnell, chairman and chief execuOnly the top 48 applicants out of approxiconsidering studying architecture in colcovery,' students have a chance to experitive officer, McDonnell Douglas Corp.;
lege. Washington University is the only
mately 100 are chosen to participate in order ence a field that very few high school stuMary D. Pritzlaff of Santa Barbara,
to maintain a low student-to-instructor ratio dents or faculty know much about."
Midwestern college that offers this type of
training program, says James R. Harris,
Calif; and William H. Webster, senior
and to offer as much individual attention as
Scott Carty, a program participant from
partner, Milbank, Tweed, Hadley &
associate professor and associate dean of
possible to the students.
Roanoke, Va., has some exposure to archiarchitecture and director of the 1993 proIn addition to Harris, who oversees the
tecture. "I've worked at an architecture firm McCloy, Washington, DC.
gram.
program, coursework is taught by four reas part of a program at my school, and I can
The following trustees were reUnder the program, students spend two
cent School of Architecture graduates. Prac- say that what we're doing here actually goes elected after completing a mandatory
weeks at Washington learning about architicing architects from St. Louis also make
one-year hiatus: William E. Cornelius,
on in the profession," says Carty. "The prochairman and chief executive officer,
gram is valuable to me because I figure if I
Union Electric Co.; Richard J. Mahoney,
get bored here in two weeks, I would prob-/T™*/^;
ably become bored if I chose architecture as chairman and chief executive officer,
Monsanto Co.; William E. Maritz, chaira profession."
To assess the adequacy of care patients
ing pills and changing the bedpan often is
man of the board and chief executive
And what do the students say after they
receive at home, Proctor and Morrowpiled on top of a job, child care and other
officer, Maritz Inc.; and Roma Broida
Howell studied data taken from interviews
everyday duties. For the spouse who helps
have experienced architecture firsthand for
two weeks? According to past surveys, most WittcoffofSt. Louis.
with hospital discharge planners who facihis or her loved one, the physical and emoEmeritus trustee John P. MacCarthy,
students say that they want to pursue an arlitated the discharge of 212 elderly patients. tional stamina required to help the patient
chitecture career. In fact, seven students en- chairman of the board and chief execuAll of the patients received Medicare cover- recuperate is often too great.
tive officer of Boatmen's Trust Co., was
rolled in the School of Architecture for fall
age and were hospitalized for either a stroke,
The researchers found that confused or
re-elected to the board as a regular
1993 are 1992 graduates of the program.
hip fracture or congestive heart failure,
disoriented patients may be at the greatest
common ailments among the elderly.
— Rozanne Kennedy trustee.
risk for receiving inadequate post-hospital
The discharge planners rated the adcare. Proctor and Morrow-Howell suggest
equacy of informal care by looking at the
that hospitals and discharge planners target
P g
patients' needs, such as meal preparation,
caregivers of heavy-care patients for special
transportation and bathing, and the pertraining prior to discharge.
Some groups need extra assistance, and
cording to Williams. Most remain on the
ceived ability of the patients' caregivers to
One of the surprising findings of the
that is where the student staff is most useful. South Forty to attend classes during the
assume those responsibilities. Discharge
study was that spouses are not necessarily
The Housing Office hires 13 students to
summer session. However, Williams said
planners were asked to indicate if they
better caregivers. The researchers found
work over the summer, three as summer
"Most (students staying for the summer)
thought the caregivers were dependable;
little difference in how the discharge plandesk clerks who check in guests at the Eliot live off campus."
frail, overburdened, temporary or lacked
ners rated the ability of spouses, adult
Residence Hall desk, and 10 as conference
Additionally, visiting professors and
social support. Most of the caregivers were
children and other relatives or friends who
aides. The aides, who can be seen cruising
professors recently hired often stay in resithe patients' adult children, about 33 peradminister care. Adult children, however,
the South Forty in a taxi-yellow golf cart,
dence halls with their families while they
cent were daughters, daughters-in-law or
were seen as better caregivers when the
are responsible for setting up meeting rooms look for permanent housing in the St. Louis
sons. The rest of the patients were cared for patient was confused or not mentally alert
and supplying information to guests whenarea. International students, mainly in
by spouses or a patchwork of other relatives because they can be more objective about
ever they need it. In addition, the students
graduate programs, also use Eliot and
and friends.
such an emotionally charged situation than
serve as floor monitors, delivering messages Shepley as temporary stops. In the case of
The discharge planners were medical
can a spouse.
and making certain that all of the guests'
graduate students, many will bring their
social workers charged with helping patients
The researchers say their findings highneeds are met.
spouse with them to go house or apartment
assess their post-hospital needs and devising light the need for well-trained discharge
"These programs provide jobs for house- hunting. They stay about a week, Ray said
plans to meet those needs. The discharge
planners. While the discharge planner has
keepers and food service personnel; also for though there is no limit on how long they
planners were interviewed within 48 hours
no authority over when the patient goes
Washington University students, who may
are allowed to live in the residence halls.
after a patient's discharge so they could
home, the planner can help the patient
not otherwise work over the summer," WillRay added that the conference and guest
more easily recall specific details of the
anticipate post-hospital needs and the
iams said.
housing staff helps area newcomers adjust
informal care situation.
strengths and weaknesses of the care arThe programs, which Williams has been to St. Louis as much as possible. Ray is
"Because discharge planners are trained
rangements.
involved with for 18 years, started with only quick to acknowledge, however, that her
professionals, they were able to give us an
Proctor and Morrow-Howell said that the three groups in its first summer.
staff is not the primary source for housing
objective assessment of the patient's inforrole of discharge planners has not always
"By word of mouth, I'm happy to say that information. "Generally they get to the
mal care situation," said Proctor. "They are
been appreciated by hospital administrators. we've expanded to as many as 50 groups
Apartment Referral Service before they get
skilled at assessing the adequacy of a care
"It was seen more as shipping and
per summer," Williams said. The program
to me," she said. The housing staff does,
plan."
receiving," said Proctor. "But hospital
grew to be so successful that after a few
however, offer information on things like
administrators are beginning to see disyears, other universities across the country
area restaurants within walking distance or
Lack of time, not concern
charge planning as a professional function
asked Williams and her staff for advice on
accessible by car, as well as other tidbits.
The researchers note that inadequate care
best handled by a social worker."
launching similar summer programs.
"We like what we're doing because we
stems more from the caregivers' lack of
Social workers, they said, are uniquely
This year is a bit slower, Williams exget to meet many different people from
time and money than from their lack of
trained and skilled to work with community plained, due to factors such as the economy various backgrounds and nations," Williams
concern.
agencies as well as families — all skills
and people who are out of work.
said. "We've made lasting friends. There are
For adult children who help a recuperat- needed in developinga discharge plan.
Approximately 100 students continue
people who call every now and then just to
ing parent, the responsibility of administer— Nancy Mays living on campus through the summer, acsay hello."
— DavidAckerman, LA '95
■
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For The Record
For The Record contains news about a wide
variety of faculty, student and staffscholarly
and professional activities.

Of note
Louis V. Avioli, M.D., Shoenberg Professor of Medicine and director of the
Division of Bone and Mineral Diseases,
received a "1993 Good Guys" award from
the Metropolitan St. Louis Women's
Political Caucus. On both local and
national levels, "good guy" recipients are
honored for their contributions to the
advancement of women. Avioli was
recognized along with nine other St.
Louis "good guys." ...
Rose L. Brockhouse, an assistant
accountant, and Lisa A. McKenna, an
accounting clerk, received the Employee
of the Quarter Award, which recognizes
employee excellence in the accounting
and auditing services department. The
department's incentive committee established the award to recognize individuals
for outstanding performance. ...
Linda M. Davidson, assistant business manager for the Department of
Radiology, was elected 1993-94 president
of the Healthcare Financial Management
Association's Greater St. Louis chapter.
The local group is one of 70 association
chapters in the United States. The association is the nation's leading personal
membership organization for more than
30,000 professionals concerned with
financial management of institutional
health-care providers. ...
Sally Goldman, Ph.D., assistant
professor of computer science, received a
National Science Foundation National
Young Investigator Award for $25,000.
Her research study is titled "New Directions in Computational Learning
Theory."...
On behalf of the School of Architecture's Urban Research and Design Center,
John Hoal, affiliate assistant professor of
architecture, received a National Endowment for the Arts Design Arts Program
Award to host the Mayor's Institute on
City Design this fall. The institute is a
series of forums dedicated to improving
the design of American cities. The fall
sessions will be limited to approximately
20 participants from the Midwest, including mayors and urban design experts. ...
Laura Savoldi, a secretary in the
music department, received a fellowship
to participate in the Aspen Jazz Program/
Festival in Colorado this summer.
Savoldi, who performs as jazz artist
Lauren Wilson, will be a featured vocalist
with the Aspen Jazz Ensemble. ...
Desiree White, who will receive a
doctorate in psychology this summer,
accepted a postdoctoral position from the
University of California, San Diego,
where she will work on the neurological
components of a HIV/AIDS project. ...

Clarification
In the June 3 issue of the Record, it was
reported that Marybeth Brown, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of physical therapy,
received a $71,242 grant from the National
Institute on Aging. The figure was for one
year. The total amount of Brown's grant is
$347,075, which covers a five-year period.

The National Cancer Institute has
awarded a $155,387 per year renewal
grant to Jeffrey F. Williamson, Ph.D.,
associate professor of radiology and
chief of brachytherapy physics at the
Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, for
his study of "Heterogeneity Corrections
in Brachytherapy Dosimetry." The grant,
originally awarded in 1989, is now
entering the second phase of a sevenyear project. ...
During the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association held in Atlanta, Ga., Arthur G.
Wirth, Ph.D., professor emeritus of
education, received the 1993 Outstanding Award in Education from the John
Dewey Society for Education and Culture.

Speaking of
Ken Boschert, D.V.M., associate director of comparative medicine and research assistant professor in the Department of Medicine, delivered a talk titled
"Computer-based Communication in
Laboratory Animal Science" during the
Institute of Animal Technology and the
British Laboratory Animal Veterinary
Association's joint congress held at
Lancaster University in England. ...
Mark P. Goldberg, M.D., assistant
professor of neurology and neurobiology,
was the keynote speaker for the Survivor/Caregiver Day during the American
Heart Association's "Life After Stroke"
conference held at the St. Louis University Medical Center. His speech, titled
"The Continuing Challenge: Brain
Research," addressed current research
findings on brain functioning and detailed how the information relates to
stroke survivors. ...
During the International Artificial
Intelligence and Law Conference held in
Amsterdam, R. Prescott Loui, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of computer science,
presented a paper titled "Reasoning With
Policies, Precedents and Rationales." He
also delivered a paper titled "Should
Those Who Exercise the Authority of
Rules Also Know the Cases?" at the
International Workshop on Human and
Machine Cognition in Seaside, Fla. His
paper titled "How A Formal Theory Can
Be Normative" appears in a recent issue
of the Journal of Philosophy. ...
Raj Nakra, M.D., a faculty member
in psychiatry, was a keynote speaker at
the 16th annual conference of Cornwall
and St. Luke's hospitals held in New
Windsor, N.Y. The title of his talk was
"Alzheimer's Disease — New Treatment
Strategies." He also has received a
$100,128 grant from Lilly Research
Laboratories to conduct research on
Alzheimer's Disease. ...
James Nicholson, artist in residence
in performing arts, spoke on "Writing
for the Small Screen" during an awards
ceremony presented by the National
Society of Arts and Letters' St. Louis
chapter. He also established crosscurricular creative writing programs for
the Parkway and Ladue school districts. ...
As president of the American Indian
Center of Mid-America's board of
directors, Carter Revard, Ph.D., professor of English, participated in activities

Legal articles selected among the 12 best
A national review board of law professors and practicing attorneys has
selected the writings of two Washington
University law professors for inclusion in a
compilation of the year's 12 best articles on
land use and environmental law.
Daniel R. Mandelker, J.S.D, Howard A.
Stamper Professor of Law, co-authored a
paper that was voted among the top landuse articles of 1992. Mandelker's paper on
"Shifting the Presumption of Constitutionality in Land-Use Law" first appeared in
the Urban Lawyer, a publication of the
American Bar Association. Dan Tarlock, a
professor of law at the Chicago-Kent
College of Law, was the other author of the
paper.

Richard Lazarus, J.D., professor of
law, wrote a paper that was voted one of
the best in the environmental law category. His paper, titled "The Tragedy of
Distrust in the Implementation of Federal
Environmental Law," was first published
in Law and Contemporary Problems, a
journal of the Duke University School of
Law.
The Land Use and Environmental
Law Review will carry reprints of the 12
articles in September. More than 50
people took part in the first-level review
process, which selected 34 candidates
from an initial pool of more than 200
articles. An 11-person panel selected the
articles to be reprinted in the volume.

related to the Saint Louis Art Museum's
exhibit titled "Visions of the People: A
Pictorial History of Plains Indian Life."
Revard introduced novelist James Welch
during Welch's reading held at the
museum and also was a panelist in a
retrospective discussion of the exhibit. ...
Robert H. Salisbury, Ph.D., Sidney
W. Souers Professor of American Government, lectured on "Interest Group
Lobbying in Washington, DC." at
higher education institutions in Arizona,
California and Texas. ...
During the Infocom 93 conference
held in San Francisco, Calif., Jon
Turner, Ph.D., professor and chair of
computer science, spoke on "Improved
Queueing Analysis of Shared Buffer
Switching Networks" and presented a
tutorial program titled "Local ATM
Networks." He also delivered a talk
titled "A Decade of ATM Research and
Development: A Personal Perspective"
at the Year One Conference, which also
was held in San Francisco.

On assignment
Keith H. Bridwell, M.D., associate
professor of orthopedic surgery, served
as co-chair of "The Treatment of Surgical Spine Disease" symposium held at
the Ritz-Carlton hotel in St. Louis.
During the symposium, all topics
relevant to pediatric and adult spinal
surgery were covered by a panel of
North American and international
experts. ...
Kathleen M. Haralson, associate
director of the Washington University
Regional Arthritis Center, was elected to
a two-year term as national secretary of
the Arthritis Foundation. The foundation
is based in Atlanta, Ga. ...
During the annual Campus Computer
Resellers' Conference to be held July 25
in Seattle, Wash., Jim Johnson, campus
computer store manager, will be elected

to the 1993-94 governing council of the
Campus Computer Resellers' Alliance.

Making the news
Mark E. Frisse, M.D., associate dean for
academic information management and
director of the School of Medicine Library
and Biomedical Communications Center,
was featured in a front-page article published in a recent issue of The Scientist, a
newspaper for science professionals. The
article, titled "Medical Informatics: Where
Life Sciences, Computer Science Converge," highlighted the interdisciplinary
nature of medical informatics and included remarks from several prominent
investigators in the field.

To press
David M. Becker, J.D., professor of law,
published a book titled Perpetuities and
Estates Planning: Potential Problems and
Effective Solutions. The book is published
by Little, Brown and Co.

Etc.
Four videos by Van McElwee, lecturer in
performing arts, were shown during the
Artmedia IV video festival held in Naples,
Italy. His videos, namely "Refraction,"
"Distance," "Space-time Loops: Cityscape" and "Inside" were the sole American representation. Video art from 12
other countries was exhibited during the
festival. "Refraction" also has been shown
during the New Angle International Video
Festival in New York City and at several
video festivals held in France.
Guidelines for submitting copy:
Send your full name, complete title, department, phone number, and highest-earned
degree, along with a typed description of
your noteworthy activity to For The Record,
do Carolyn Sanford, Campus Box 1070.
Items must not exceed 75 words. For information, call Carolyn Sanford at 935-5293.

Olin School honors distinguished
alumni, Dean's Medalist recipient
Washington University's John M.
Olin School of Business honored
five distinguished alumni during
an awards dinner recently held at the RitzCarlton Hotel in Clayton.
In addition, Charles F. Knight, chairman
and chief executive officer of Emerson
Electric Co., received the school's Dean's
Medal for 1993. The medal is presented
annually to individuals whose dedication
and service to the school have been exceptional. In 1980-81, Knight chaired the
Business Task Force that conducted a
review of the school and recommended that
its further development and improvement
be a top priority for Washington University.
He also encouraged companies, friends and
foundations to equal Emerson's $5 million
investment in the Olin School. He and
other directors of the John M. Olin Foundation approved a $ 15 million matching
challenge grant to build the school's endowment.
The business alumni awards are presented annually to graduates of the school
who have attained distinction in their
careers. Recipients are selected on the basis
of leadership, progressive thinking, high
standards, uncompromising integrity,
commitment, courage and confidence.
The Distinguished Alumni Award
recipients for 1993 are: J. Eugene Banks,
who received a bachelor's degree in 1930;
Morton H. Fleischer, who received a
bachelor's degree in 1958; Katherine
Busboom Magrath, who received a
bachelor's degree in 1963; W Patrick
McGinnis, who received an MBA in 1972;
and Arnold B. Zetcher, who received a
bachelor's degree in 1962.
Banks became a partner in the New
York private banking firm of Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. in 1962. Now retired,
he remains a general partner. He has written three books on investing and has been
active in civic affairs.
Fleischer has created a diversified

business life centered on the Franchise
Finance Co. of America (FFCA), which he
founded in 1980. The company has grown
to be the nation's largest independent
franchised restaurant real estate investment
and management company. FFCA also
manages 30 travel plazas, designed to form
a network of quality facilities along the
interstate highway system.
Magrath was the youngest person to
become a chartered financial analyst, the
first woman to land an equity analyst job
with St. Louis Union Trust, the first woman
oil analyst in the country and the country's
first female equity mutual fund manager.
She now serves as chief investment officer
of ValueQuest Ltd., a company she cofounded with her husband, Terrence B.
Magrath. ValueQuest recently was named
one of the 20 best mid-cap value managers
in the country by Nelson's Directory.
McGinnis began his career with Ralston
Purina's Corporate Management Training
Program. He has remained with the company for 21 years, rising steadily through
the executive ranks as executive vice president and director of Ralston Purina's Canadian grocery company, president of the
Branded Foods Group, president and chief
operating officer of the Grocery Products
Division and in 1992, chief executive of the
company's Grocery Products Group, with
$2.2 billion in annual sales.
Zetcher is president and chief executive
officer of Talbots, the leading specialty
retailer and cataloger of women's classic
apparel. During Zetcher's tenure, the 46year-old enterprise has diversified into
merchandise for petites and children, as
well as a new women's intimate apparel
line. In these times of economic distress for
many retailers, Talbots has been opening
nearly 50 stores a year since 1989 and now
operates more than 300 stores in the United
States as well as in Canada and Japan. In
1992 the company enjoyed its second year
in a row of record profits.
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University issues guidelines to control sexual harassment
In 1980 Washington University adopted
and published its sexual harassment
policy. The published policy stated "The
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines provide that harassment on the basis of sex is a violation
of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The regulations also state that employers
have an affirmative duty to prevent and
eliminate sexual harassment that may be
"either physical or verbal in nature."
"Washington University is an employer
within the meaning of the act and subject to
the sexual discrimination guidelines. Sexual
harassment discrimination directed at
females and males in the University's work
environment will not be tolerated."
In 1981 the sexual harassment policy
was extended to students. The University
community was informed that "Students
are protected from sexual harassment under
Title IX of the Education Amendment of
1972 and can receive redress for such acts
through the University's Title EX grievance
procedure established in 1977."
In 1987 an ad hoc committee proposed
revisions to the policies and procedures
covering sexual harassment. The committee
proposals were adopted as outlined in a
brochure. The brochure was distributed to
students, faculty, staff and administrators.
The 1987 publication has been revised
by the University's Affirmative Action
Committee to further refine the relevant
policies and procedures; and most importantly, to reconfirm Washington University's commitment to eliminating sexual
harassment from the campus whether it
involves students, faculty, staff or outside
organizations working on the campus.
The following is reprinted from the
brochure, titled "Sexual Harassment?"
which is published by the Office of Affirmative Action.
Washington University defines sexual
harassment as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors or other
unwelcomed verbal or physical conduct of

a sexual nature that creates an offensive,
intimidating or hostile environment. Such
behavior includes, but is not limited to,
situations where one person has authority
over another.
Some forms of sexual harassment are
explicit. Examples include: requests for
sexual favors; rubbing, touching or brushing another's body; physical assaults of a
sexual nature; or sexually offensive remarks.
Behavior that may be experienced as
intimidating or offensive, particularly when
it recurs or when one person has authority
over the other, includes more subtle actions: friendly hugs or arms around the
shoulder; ogling and inappropriate staring;
touching, patting or pinching; veiled suggestions of sexual activity; requests for
meetings outside business hours and/or in
non-academic settings; use of risque jokes,
stories or images in the classroom; or use
of inappropriate body images to advertise
events.
The guidelines issued by the EEOC, that
have been interpreted to apply to educational settings under Title IX of the federal
Education Amendments of 1972, define
sexual harassment as follows:
"Unwelcome sexual advances, requests
for sexual favors and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute
sexual harassment when (1) submission to
such conduct is made either explicitly or
implicitly a term or condition of an
individual's employment, (2) submission to
or rejection of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for employment
decisions affecting such individual, or (3)
such conduct has the purpose or effect of
unreasonably interfering with an individual's work performance or creating an
intimidating, hostile or offensive working
environment."
Members of the University community
can expect to be free from sexual harassment, and thus all members of the University should guard against it.

Hilltop Campus

Medical Campus

The following is a list of positions available on the Hilltop Campus. Information
regarding these and other positions may
be obtained in the Office ofHuman Resources, Room 126 North Brookings Hall,
or by calling 935-5990.

The following is a partial list of positions
available at the School ofMedicine. Employees who are interested in submitting
a transfer request should contact the Human Resources Department of the medical school at 362-4920 to request an application. External candidates may call
362-7195 for information regarding application procedures or may submit a
resume to the Human Resources office
located at 4480 Clayton Ave., Campus
Box 8002, St. Louis, Mo. 63110. Please
note that the medical school does not disclose salary information for vacancies,
and the office strongly discourages inquiries ta departments other than Human
Resources.

Associate Coordinator of Field
Education
930244. School ofSocial Work. Requirements: Master's degree, doctorate preferred; social work practice and field
instruction experience; administrative and
supervisory competence; writing and
public speaking skills; ability to establish
and maintain effective relationships with
field agencies and community practitioners. Resume and three letters of recommendation required.
Assistant Accountant
930246. Accounting Services. Requirements: 60 semester hours of college, including six semester hours of accounting
and at least 12 semester hours of additional
accounting and/or other business-related
courses; high clerical and mathematical
aptitude; good communication skills;
proficiency in the operation of office
equipment with CRT experience. Clerical
tests and three letters of recommendation
required.
Administrative Secretary
930247. John M. Olin School ofBusiness.
Requirements: Excellent telephone/interpersonal skills; confidence; professional
appearance; knowledge of office procedures; ability to prioritize and handle
multiple tasks simultaneously; ability to
work in fast-paced office environment;
written communication and proofreading
skills; some college preferred; typing 50
wpm with accuracy. Clerical tests and three
letters of recommendation required.

Medical Research Technician
930877-R. Respiratory & Critical Care.
Requirements: Bachelor's degree with
experience in histology, including paraffin
procedures and tissue fixation procedure;
must have experience in handling smajl lab
animals. Will be working with radioactive
materials and transgenic mice.
Data Control Coordinator
930884-R. Pediatrics. Requirements:
Associate's degree or equivalent training in
either social/behavioral science or education, bachelor's degree preferred. Considerable on-the-job training will be available;
must have experience on PC and
WordPerfect.
Senior Animal Caretaker
930942-R. Comparative Medicine. Schedule: Full time, Saturday, Sunday and holiday rotation required. Requirements: High
school graduate or equivalent; associate's
degree preferred; will be providing skilled
lab animal care and technical assistance for
a wide variety of lab animals.

Seeking advice
If you believe you have been subjected to
harassing behavior, you are encouraged
to discuss the matter with an adviser,
counselor, director, chairperson or dean.
If you prefer, contact Gloria W. White in
the affirmative action office, 935-5949,
or Karen Coburn in the Office of Student
Affairs, 935-5040. The purposes of such
a conversation are appraisal of the situation and assistance in making decisions
about further steps to be taken.

Informal resolutions
Steps that you may take:
1. Clearly say "no" to the person
whose behavior is unwelcome;
2. Communicate either orally or in
writing with the person whose behavior is
unwelcome. The most useful communication will have three parts:
(a) a factual description of the
incident(s) including date, time, place and
specific action;
(b) a description of the writer's feelings, including any consequences of the
incident; and
(c) a request that the conduct cease.
Frequently such a communication will
cause the unwelcome behavior to stop;
3. Speak with the supervisor, i.e.,
department chair, dean or director, who
may talk to the person whose behavior
was unwelcome. The name of the complainant need not be disclosed. The

purpose of such conversations is cessation
of the unwelcome behavior.

Formal procedures
If informal resolution has been unsuccessful at the school, division or administrative
level, or if you wish to bypass informal
procedures, you may file a formal grievance or complaint through one of three
procedures:
1. Students - Title IX Grievance Committee;
2. Faculty and administration - Affirmative Action Committee; and
3. Staff- Human Resources Committee.

Protection of Rights
The right of all persons to fair procedures
will be protected. The name(s) of
complainant(s) will be disclosed only with
the permission of the complainant(s). The
University does not recriminate against
persons who initiate complaints.

Education
Education programs about sexual harassment are conducted regularly. If you would
like to schedule a program for your group
or department, contact the Office of Affirmative Action. Student groups should
contact the Division of Student Affairs.
The brochure is available in the Office of
Human Resources, Room 126, North
Brookings Hall.

Resource list for personal problems
As a service to University employees,
the Office of Human Resources has
compiled the following resource list for
those with personal problems.
Life Crisis Services: 24-hour hot line,
647-4357.

Alcohol and drug abuse
Al-Anon Information Center: 2683 South
Big Bend, Room 17, Maplewood, 63143,
645-1572.
Alcohol and Chemical Dependency
Program: Jewish Hospital at Washington
University Medical Center, 216 S.
Kingshighway, St. Louis, 63110,454-8587.
Alcoholics Anonymous (all areas): 2683
South Big Bend, Maplewood, 63143, 6473677.
Alcoholism Information Center:
National Council on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse (St. Louis area), 8790 Manchester
Road, St. Louis, 63144,962-3456.
Alexian Brothers Hospital: 3933 South
Broadway, St. Louis, 63118, 865-3333,
psychiatric services, ext. 387; chemical
dependency, ext. 360.
Mid-County Physicians: 11745 Olive
Blvd., St. Louis, 63141, 567-5011.

Social service agencies
American Red Cross, Caregiver Assistance Program - Elder Care: 5615
Pershing Ave., St. Louis, 63112,454-3941.
Family Resource Center (child or
spouse abuse): 3930 Lindell, St. Louis,
63108,534-9350.
Jewish Family and Children's Service:
9385 Olive Blvd., Olivette, 63132,993-1000.

Logos High School: 9137 Old
Bonhomme, St. Louis, 63132,997-7002.
Lutheran Family and Children's
Service of Missouri: 4625 Lindell, Suite
501, St. Louis, 63108, 361-2121.
Metroplex Inc.: Administrative Offices and North Metrocenter: 7935 Page
Blvd., St. Louis, 63133, 863-0015.

Financial problems
Consumer Credit Counseling Service:
1300 Hampton, St. Louis, 63139, 647-9004.
No fee for service.

Legal problems
Lawyers Referral Information: a charge
may apply. Dial 1-900-847-8000.
Legal Services of Eastern Missouri
Inc.: 625 North Euclid, St. Louis, 63108,
367-1700.

Mental health
AMI: Metro St. Louis, The Alliance for
the Mentally 111 of Metropolitan St.
Louis: 131 W Monroe St., Suite 8, St.
Louis, 63122,966-4670.
Christian Hospital Center for Mental
Health: 1225 Graham Road, Florissant,
63031,839-3171.
Jewish Hospital at Washington University Medical Center: The Behavioral
Medicine Center, 216 S. Kingshighway, St.
Louis, 63110,454-8665. Outpatient psychiatric clinic offers services on a sliding fee
scale, 362^262.
Provident Counseling: 2650 Olive St.,
St. Louis, 63103, 533-8200 or 1-800-7821008.

Holiday schedules approved for 1993-94
The following holiday schedule has
been approved for the 1993-94
fiscal year for all employees on the
Hilltop and School of Medicine campuses other than those represented by
union contracts.
Employees who have not used sick
leave during the previous fiscal year
will be entitled to additional prearranged personal holidays as specified in
the sick leave policy.
An employee scheduled to work on a
holiday will receive a day off in lieu of
the holiday. In most cases the compensatory day for the holiday should be
given within a month after the holiday
is worked.

Hilltop Campus
Holiday
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day

Date
July 4
Sept. 6
Nov. 25

Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King
Memorial Day

Dec. 25
Jan. 1
Jan. 15
May 30

Date(s) of
Recognition
July 5,1993
Sept. 6,1993
Nov. 25,1993
Nov. 26,1993
Dec. 24,1993
Dec. 31,1993
Jan. 17,1994
May 30, 1994

Medical Campus
Holiday
Independence Day
Labor Day
Thanksgiving Day
Christmas Day
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King
Memorial Day

Date of Recognition
July 5, 1993
Sept. 6 ,1993
Nov. 25,1993
Dec. 24, 1993
Dec. 31, 1993
Jan. \'i ,1994
May 30, 1994

